The quality of service at restaurants depends not only on the quality of dishes served but also on the waiting time and the timing of when the dishes are provided. For high quality service, scheduling the cooking processes of the ordered dishes is needed. This scheduling problem can be regarded as a kind of job shop scheduling. When many orders pour in at about the same time, and when the number of dishes requiring serving increases, arranging the cooking processes so as to keep the quality of food and service becomes difficult. This paper clarifies a cooking process scheduling model and establishes a basic algorithm. This cooking process scheduling needs to be online because it decides which cooking process is executed at the time when a cook becomes idle or new orders are received. Thus, we use dispatching rules that evaluate the priorities of all jobs not yet executed and that select one job to start next. We first compare dispatching rules for four pieces of order information taken from actual orders by customers. The result showed that the SLACK rule performed superiorly for our order information. We next propose three scheduling methods, taking account of slightly prospective situations in order to make a preferred schedule in which multiple dishes are served at the same time for the same table. The proposed methods worked well for the service of providing dishes at the same time for our data, although the effectiveness of the proposed methods was greatly influenced by the characteristics of the order information.
Introduction
The cooking procedures for each dish have been organized in the procedure guidelines so as to provide the same food of the same quality in different stores of a family restaurant. The quality of service at restaurants depends not only on the quality of dishes served but also on the waiting time and the timing of when the dishes are provided. When many orders pour in at about the same time, it is necessary for a cook to schedule the cooking processes of the ordered dishes such that the provided service quality is maintained. To do this, the cook has to be well experienced. Also, as the number of dishes requiring serving increases, arranging the cooking processes so as to keep the quality of food and service becomes more difficult. Therefore, a support system that can help cooks arrange the cooking processes is required in order to maintain a high quality of service at any time.
Under the current situation in family restaurants, Nakamura et al. (2015) has constructed a scheduling model for cooking procedures and developed an algorithm that arranges the order of cooking processes. Such a scheduling model needs to be online because it decides which cooking processes are executed when a cook becomes idle or new orders are received. They reported that the implemented scheduler using their algorithm worked as experienced cooks expected, although several malfunctions for some specific situations remained. Their online algorithm used the SLACK rule as the dispatching criterion. The SLACK rule, where a dish with the least margin until its deadline is given priority over all
Cooking process model
The targets of our scheduling are cooking processes for oven-baked dishes. Suppose that only one person takes charge of cooking these dishes, and that he/she uses a conveyor oven system with twin conveyors. Twin conveyors are set to different speeds for cooking different food items at the same time.
The cooking processes are classified into two types: the heating process and the manual operation process. Heating processes are done automatically by a conveyor oven system. Foods placed on the entrance side of the oven system are moved to the heating zone and come out from the other side of the oven system by conveyor. Before each of the heating processes, we need a manual operation process that puts foods on the entrance side. This operation cannot be done when there is not enough room on the entrance side for a required container for foods to be placed. Also, after each of the heating processes, we need a manual operation process that takes foods out from the exit side. This operation should be done during a certain period after the heating process completes. Some meals are baked by oven twice or thrice. Such cases need at least one manual operation process between heating processes. Heating processes for several foods are done simultaneously if we can place containers of these meals on the conveyor at the same time. The cooking processes for every dish are carried out according to a predetermined order (see Fig. 1 ). Although almost all cooking processes for a dish are executed sequentially, some dishes have a manual operation process which has to be executed during a specified heating operation such as that for dish C shown in Fig. 1 . Each manual operation process is executed sequentially by a cook. However, several of the same kinds of processes can be simultaneously executed. Under these situations, our cooking process scheduling model decides the sequence of manual operation processes executed by a cook when receiving several orders. Fig. 2 displays an example of a scheduling result represented by a Gantt chart diagram.
The conditions we should consider to schedule cooking processes are as follows:
( 1 ) the quality of foods • controlling the time elapsed from the previous heating process • controlling the time to break manual operations ( 2 ) the quality of providing dishes • the total time from receiving an order until completing its dishes • completing multiple dishes at the same time for people in a group • the order and interval time of serving dishes ( 3 ) the efficiency of operations • the simultaneous manual operations executed for the same kind of process • the consecutive manual operations executed for the same dish • the moving time between consecutive manual operations Specifically, the first condition is derived from the fact that the quality of a dish declines with time after the dish has been baked once in the oven. In our model, the conditions in (2) are evaluated by the objective function. That is to say, our model is to find a schedule to complete several specific dishes as much as possible at the same time and to minimize delay of all dishes from their deadlines while the third condition in (2) is treated by the setting of deadlines. In our model, assume that we have the following information for each dish.
• The sequence of cooking processes for the dish and the processing time for each cooking process are given. For a heating process, either a high-speed or low-speed conveyor is specified. For a manual operation process, the continuity level θ is given, which represents the measure to do the following process of the same dish continuously. If θ = 1, then the following process should be executed just after the previous process of the same dish. If θ = 0, we do not need to consider the continuity to do the following process. We also know whether each cooking process can be executed together with another process. If it can, the available number of processes executed at the same time is known. The reduced processing time for executing more than one process is also known. The available time length during which the dish can be waiting after each cooking process is also clarified.
• A kind of container used for the dish is known. The size of the container for dish X is denoted by len(X). In addition, we receive a piece of order information which arrives sequentially online. Order information consists of a plurality of order sheets each of which records dishes ordered by the same group of customers. According to the kinds of dishes in an order sheet and the number of members in the group, we classify each dish into three categories such as appetizer, side dish, and main dish. On the basis of the category of dishes, the appropriate ordering and timing for Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) providing dishes are decided. Specifically, we calculate the deadline for each dish from its category by adding a suitable maximum length of waiting time to the time when the order sheet was received. The maximum lengths of waiting time are decided by restaurants depending not only on the category of dishes but also the classes of customers and time period of the day. Note that the term "deadline" is different in usage from product scheduling because completion of a dish after its deadline is allowed. A set of dishes required to be served together is also specified from the information on an order sheet. Moreover, our model is assumed to have the following data about the cooking environment.
• For the conveyor oven system, the length L of the space at the oven entrance, the speed v of containers moving on each conveyor, and the available time length HT L for which a dish can be left on the exit side of each conveyor are given (see Fig. 3 ).
• The set of places where cooking processes are executed and the moving time between these places are known. We denote by N the number of places where cooking processes are executed. As introduced by Graham et al. (1979) , classes of scheduling problems are specified in terms of a three-field classification, whose fields denote the machine environment, the job characteristics, and the optimality criterion. Additionally, depending on the machine environment, scheduling problems can be classified into job shop, flow shop, open shop, and so on. According to the classification of scheduling models, we regard our cooking process scheduling model as a job shop model in general because the processes of each job (dish) are totally ordered but the orders handled through machines (an oven system and a cook executing manual operation processes) are different between jobs. More precisely, our scheduling model is classified as a "job shop with machine repetition". Moreover, manual operation processes are composed of pieces of operations which must be done consecutively. So, in our cooking process scheduling model, preemption is not allowed, that is, no process may be interrupted when it has already been started. According to the standard notation α | β | γ of the three-field classification, our cooking process scheduling model is a variation of J3| r j | { ∑ T j , TL}, where TL, introduced by us, means minimizing a difference between the completion time of jobs required to be completed at the same time. Our cooking process scheduling model is characterized in this objective criterion. Objective functions of most of the scheduling problems are related to the completion time of all jobs, deadline, cost, and so on. But the purpose of our scheduling is to find a schedule to complete several specific jobs as much as possible at the same time provided that all jobs are completed before their deadlines. Three machines of a job shop model correspond to a cook doing manual operation processes and two lanes of the conveyor oven system. If each lane of the conveyor oven system has enough capacity, our cooking process scheduling model can be regarded as a single machine job shop model, where the single machine corresponds to a cook executing manual operations, with time lags (for example, see, Mitten (1959 ), Zhang (2010 ). That is to say, between two manual operation processes before and after a heating process, a time lag is required according to its heating time. However, our scheduling targets a busy time in a restaurant, which implies that the capacities of lanes are not enough for placing all ordered dishes. With respect to time lag constraints, our cooking process scheduling model has maximum time lags for operations after heating processes. After a dish has been baked once in the oven, its quality declines with time. Hence, setting a dish aside for a certain time after baking it is not acceptable. This constraint can be expressed by the maximum time lag. The moving time between consecutive operations can be dealt with by the sequence-dependent setup time. Job-shop problems with a sequence-dependent setup time have been widely studied for both static cases and online cases, and many heuristic algorithms have been developed (Allahverdi, 2015) .
Finally, we discuss specific features of our cooking process scheduling model, which are different from those of the classical job shop model. Although each machine can handle at most one process at a time in job shop models, a cook regarded as a machine for manual operation processes can execute several of the same kinds of processes simultaneously. That is to say, it is possible for a cook to handle the same kind of two or more manual operations of different jobs at Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) one time. Moreover, it is possible for the conveyor oven system to bake several dishes at the same time provided that the dishes placed are not overflowing from the lane. To sum up, our cooking process scheduling model is a special type of job shop model with maximum time lags and sequence-dependent setup time, where it owns the features in which the same kinds of processes can be simultaneously executed and in which specific sets of jobs are required to be completed as much as possible at the same time while meeting the deadline.
Basic algorithm
When many orders pour in, cooking processes not yet started are accumulated even if their previous processes have been completed. Our scheduling decides which cooking process is executed at the time when a cook becomes idle or new orders are received. Thus, we need an online scheduling algorithm. We use a dispatching method that evaluates the priorities of all jobs not yet executed and that selects one job with the highest priority. Nakamura et al. (2015) used the SLACK rule as the dispatching method. The SLACK rule gives priority for a dish with the least margin until its deadline. Thus, it is expected to affect meeting the deadline for every ordered dish.
For serving multiple dishes together, however, a dish having the highest priority level should sometimes not be selected for executing its process. It is not acceptable to set a completed dish aside for a long time until other dishes are completed because its quality declines with time after a dish has been baked once in the oven, a condition that we should consider as described in Section 2. Thus, our scheduling algorithm works so that the last heating processes for dishes required to be served together are finished simultaneously as much as possible because the manual operation processes after the heating processes may be performed simultaneously if they start at the same time. If a dish is required to be served together with another dish, we calculate the ideal time for starting the preceding manual operation process of the last heating process. For example, in Fig. 4 , assume that dishes A and B are planned to be served together. Because the time of the heating process for dish B is longer than that for dish A, we calculate the best time to start the preceding manual operation process for dish A when dish B is placed in the entrance side of the oven. When dish A has two or more heating processes, the ideal start time for the first heating process is also established. In our algorithm, a dish whose ideal start time is not reached cannot be selected. Unfortunately, we cannot almost always start the operation at the ideal start time. This time lag makes it difficult to provide the dishes together. Specifically, when the length of the heating time and the number of heating processes are different for dishes, synchronizing the completion time of the last heating processes becomes difficult. Moreover, we need to cook efficiently in order to complete a dish by its deadline. Hence, our algorithm inflates and deflates a priority level calculated by the priority rule so that the condition we should consider for scheduling cooking procedures are satisfied as much as possible. The scale of inflation and deflation of a priority level affects scheduling results directly as reported by Nakamura et al. (2016) . For each dish, we adjust the priority levels according to the following rules. Let t be the current time and t p be the completion time of the previous process of the dish that we consider.
• If the dish is set aside during a certain period of time after the heating process completes, then its priority level is added by a value in accordance with the elapsed time. Specifically, for a dish completing the final heating process at t p , add t − (t p + HT L) to its priority level. (Recall that HT L is the available time length for which a dish can be left on the exit side of the conveyor oven system. ) This additional value for a dish using a high-speed conveyor is weighted by a large value.
• If the next process of the dish should be executed during the heating process, add (t − t p ) 2 /HL to its priority level, where t p is the start time of the heating process and HL is the processing time of the heating process.
• If the work space of the next process of the dish is different from that of the previous process carried out just now, subtract the moving time between these two work spaces from its priority level.
• Assume that the dish we consider is required to be served together with another dish. We call these dishes dish A Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) and dish B.
-Let t 0 be the ideal start time of dish A. After t 0 , add (t − t 0 ) to the priority level of dish A in order to make the process start without an overly long waiting time.
-If the next processes of A and B are the preceding manual operations of the last heating processes, add (t − max{t -Assume that dish A waits for the beginning of the last heating process in order to execute it together with dish B, but dish B is too late to wait for dish A. Let WL be the length during which dish A can wait. In this case, at time t c = t p A + WL, we give up providing A and B simultaneously. Because dish A has lost time waiting for B, the priority level of A is added by t − t c . The priority level of B is also added by α(t − t c ) with small positive weight α < 1.
Finally, we consider the continuity level θ of a cooking process. Assume that process j of dish A is finished just now, and the highest priority dish B is selected. Let P A be the priority level of dish A at the time when process j started to be executed, and P B be the priority level of dish B just now. If (1 − θ)P B ≥ θP A , then we do the next process of dish B, otherwise, we do the following process of dish A, where θ is the continuity level of process j of dish A.
If the above rule selects a dish, then we carry out a cooking process which can be started for the dish. The executable cooking process for a dish is found uniquely because cooking processes for a dish are totally ordered. If the selected cooking process can be executed with the same kind of processes simultaneously, we select another highest priority dish among the dishes whose next processes are the same kind as the current process.
4. Dispatching method for cooking process scheduling 4.1. Dispatching rules
As described in the previous section, our algorithm is based on the dispatching method. There are several priority criteria that give a priority level for each job awaiting processing (see, for example, Pinedo (2016) ). For manufacturing systems, many researchers have compared dispatching criteria. Nakamura et al. (2015) uses one of the most basic priority rules, SLACK, in their cooking process scheduling. SLACK, also called LST (Least Slack Time) or LLF (Least Laxity First), is a rule that gives priority to the job with the smallest margin time. In cooking process scheduling, each ordered dish x has a deadline d x that is the latest time for serving the dish. The margin time of dish x is defined by subtracting the cooking time remaining l x of dish x from the time remaining until the deadline (d x − t), where t is the current time. If the process for dish x is too late to complete it by its deadline, that is, d x − t < l x holds, we give the value according to a square of its delay instead of its margin time. Then the priority of dish x at time t is high if the value of
is the minimum among waiting dishes that have cooking processes available to start at the time.
In our scheduling, four more types of well-known priority rules are used and compared. CR (Critical Ratio) is a rule that picks up a job with the least critical ratio, which is given by dividing the time remaining until the deadline by the work time remaining. EDD (Earliest Due Date) is a rule that selects a job with the earliest due date (i.e., deadline). LPT (Longest Processing Time) is a rule that selects a job with the longest processing time. SPT (Shortest Processing Time) is a rule that selects a job with the shortest processing time. In our case, the dishes with the minimum value of
are selected by CR. Here, if the current time is after its deadline, that is, d x < t holds, we give the value by multiplying the remaining time until the deadline and working time remaining, instead of its critical ratio. The dishes with minimum d x , maximum l x and minimum l x are selected by EDD, LPT and SPT, respectively.
Scheduling results
Scheduling was performed on four pieces of order information taken from actual orders by customers. These were order data from a characteristically busy time at typical stores. The numbers of dishes ordered in the order information were approximately 200-250. Although we used only four pieces, each piece of order information contained a large enough number of dishes to evaluate the performance of our algorithm.
We investigated five priority rules, i.e., SLACK, CR, EDD, LPT and SPT, singly applying our cooking process scheduling. Table 1 displays the achievement percentages of dishes with no delay, that is, dishes completed before their deadlines, and the achievement percentages of the number of sets of dishes completed together to the number of sets Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) required to be provided together. We regarded a set of dishes to be completed together if the difference of the completion time was in a certain range. Because order information 4 contained a lot of multiple dishes that have to be completed at the same time, both of the achievement percentages seemed to be low. The priority rule LPT was slightly better than the other rules with respect to completion before deadlines. On the other hand, EDD and SPT showed good performance in regards to completion together but not so good performance for completion before deadlines. Recall that the priority levels are computed not only by priority rules but also by several additions and subtractions for some conditions. In order to clarify the influence of priority rules in calculating priority levels, we compared results in which priority levels before adding and subtracting by some conditions were given by uniformly random numbers. The column indicated by "(random)" in the table shows the results of an average of ten-times tests. From these results, the priority rules affected the completion of dishes together more than completion before deadlines because the percentages of dishes with no delay by "(random)" were the same level as the ones by five priority rules. From these percentages, the completion time seemed to depend strongly on the addition and subtraction of priority levels after computing priority rules. Table 2 compares the duration time of two criteria: the sum of completion times, that is, time lengths until the completion of dishes after receiving their orders, and the sum of makespans, that is, the last completion times for dishes ordered from a group at the same time.
The numeric data indicate the ratios of obtained duration time when the results by the SLACK rule are scaled to one. If the ratio was less than one then the corresponding rule improved from the SLACK rule. Table 3 compares the success of completing dishes at the same time. Even if the schedule fails to complete multiple dishes for a group at the same time, fewer time lags between completion times are desired. Thus, this table compares the maximum and average of time lags between completed dishes that were required to be served at the same time. The numeric data in the table are also shown by the ratios of time lags by each of four priority rules to the SLACK rule. From the point of view of the duration time, CR and LPT were slightly superior. Because there were no big differences in these ratios as a whole, the duration time seemed to depend strongly on the addition and subtraction of priority levels after computing priority rules. With respect to the requirement of serving dishes together, SLACK was slightly superior among five priority rules. However, the results concluded no drastic advantage among five priority rules. Actually, a skilled cook seems to switch criteria in selecting cooking processes to be carried out depending on the situation, particularly on the basis of how busy it is. Therefore, we combined two priority rules, where two rules were switched at busy times and off-peak times. In our computation, whether it was busy was decided by the length of a waiting list, that is, the number of dishes that were waiting but that did not make a start of any process yet. As shown in Table 4 , the lengths of the waiting lists depended on order information. The results in Table 4 were obtained by using priority rule SLACK singly and by counting every time when a manual operation process was finished and when a new order arrived.
Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) We used the minimum value of the medians, 3, as the threshold length to decide whether it was busy or not. Figure 5 is a plot diagram about achievement percentages of dishes with no delay and of dishes completed together, for four pieces of order information. The label of the horizontal axis means the priority rule applied when the length of the waiting list was more than 3. The priority rule used when the length of the waiting list was no more than 3 is shown at the bottom of the labels. Except for order information 4, with respect to completion before deadlines, SLACK was superior during both busy and off-peak times. On the other hand, the achievement percentage of dishes being completed together was not so good when LPT was used during busy times. For busy times, EDD and SPT showed good performance for completion together. Finally, we compared the duration times and the time lags for dishes required to be served at the same time in order information 1 and 4, of which the deviations of the waiting list lengths were small and large, respectively. Figures 6 and 7 display the ratios of the sum of completion times, the sum of makespans, the maximum time lag, and the average time lag by each of the pair of priority rules when the results obtained by SLACK used singly were scaled to one. In both cases, the difference was large for time lags, although performance for the duration time was almost same. With respect to time lags, the priority rules using SLACK seemed to be good. Therefore, we can concluded that the SLACK rule gave stable performance for our four pieces of order information. SLACK  CR  EDD  LPT  SPT  SLACK  CR  EDD  LPT  SPT  SLACK  CR  EDD  LPT  SPT  SLACK  CR  EDD  LPT  SPT  SLACK  CR  EDD  LPT  SPT 
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Improvement Scheduling Methods
For improvement of the service of serving dishes together, it is important to start carrying out a cooking process at Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) its ideal starting time. To timely execute the manual operation processes that have ideal starting times, we propose three methods. The first one simply permits carrying out no manual operation processes in a certain period before the ideal starting time that is defined to fulfill the service of serving dishes together. However, time will be wasted if the length of the period in which we can do nothing while waiting for the next process is too long. So an upper limit UL for the length of this period is given. We give the formal description of this method in Algorithm 1 for the case in which we select the next process at time t. Let t ′ be the earliest ideal starting time after time t. If there is no dish with an ideal starting time after The second method considers the time of movement. The priority level computed depends on the deadline and processing times as described in Section 3, however, it may increase sharply because of the addition of other rules. For example, the priority level rapidly increases if it is immediately time to start the process for a dish required to be served together. Thus, we consider the possibility that the dish with the highest priority will change while a cook is moving to another place in the kitchen to do the process selected. In such a case, our scheduling method chooses a dish with the highest priority of the time after movement in advance, avoiding the influence from drastically raising the priority level in a short time.
We explain this method by giving an example. Let us consider three dishes, A, B, and C, each of which has a possible process starting immediately. Assume that the places where the next processes for dishes A and C are done are the same. The time needed to move from the current place to the position in the kitchen for dishes A and C is denoted by m 1 , and the time needed to move from the current place to the position in the kitchen for dish B is denoted by m 2 , where m 1 < m 2 holds. Suppose that we can calculate the priority level as in Table 5 . At time t, dish A, which has the highest priority level, is selected. Because we can start the process for dish A at t + m 1 , we compare the priority level at t + m 1 . At time t + m 1 , dish B, which has the highest priority level, is selected. Because we can start the process for dish B at t + m 2 , we also compare the priority level at t + m 2 . Then dish C is selected. Although the priority level for dish C is low at the current time t, we select it. Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) Algorithm 2 is the formal description of this method, where m k is the time for moving from the current place to the position in the kitchen for process j k . (Recall that N is the number of places for work.) Algorithm 2 TOM (Time Of Movement) k = 1 select process j k of the highest priority dish at time t if m k > 0 then repeat k = k + 1 select process j k of the highest priority dish at time t + m k−1 until k < N and m k−1 < m k end if execute process j k Finally, we consider the fact that interruptions occur when placing dishes on the entrance side of the oven, which also obstructs the service of serving dishes together. As the space of the oven entrance is limited, and a lot of time is spent to get enough empty space to place a container of a dish, some dishes placed in the entrance may delay the dish even if the delayed dish has to be placed immediately in order to be served together. It may take a long time until another dish can be placed, so the difference among heating completion times for dishes that should be served together could be very big. Therefore, considering the state of the oven entrance in advance is necessary.
When the selected process j of the highest priority dish X is the operation placing its container at the entrance space, we need to consider the ideal starting time to the same kind of process after the time, if it exists. Let Y be the dish whose next process is also placing its container at the entrance space and its ideal time t ′ the earliest time after time t.
Algorithm 3 is the formal description of this method, where E is the length until the tail of the queue on the space at the oven entrance at time t. That is, the length of free space at the oven entrance at time t is L − E.
Algorithm 3 SOE (Space at Oven Entrance)
do not execute process j of dish X end if
Scheduling results
We confirmed whether the proposed methods were effective by applying the order information data mentioned in Section 4.2. The priority rule SLACK was used singly in our scheduling. Each of the methods WT, TOM and SOE was applied solely. Table 6 reports the percentages of the successful sets of dishes provided together according to the requests. There were few differences in the results between these methods because the original scheduling achieved high performance. These success percentages indicated that WT performed slightly best on average. On the other hand, TOM resulted in worse achievement percentages than the previous one. The cause of that might be the selection of a dish that should not have been selected by TOM. For order information 4, the result was not improved by any method. One of the reasons for obtaining this result might be derived from the difference between the completion time of the preceding manual operation process and the start time of the heating process. This time length depended on the place where a dish was put on the entrance side of the oven. In addition, another cause might be that the waiting time for a specified dish affected schedules for other dishes. We next compared the time lags between completing dishes that were required to be provided together. Table 7 compares the maximum and average of time lags between completed dishes that were required to be provided together, Yuki Kimura, Shimizu, Tsuboi, Hasegawa, Ishikawa, Keisuke Kimura, ,Tanaka, Ozeki, Zhou and Shigeno, Journal of Advanced Mechanical Design, Systems, and Manufacturing, Vol.12, No.3 (2018) which shows the ratios of time lags by a new method to the time lag by the previous method. In addition, we consider the sum of time lengths from received orders to completed dishes. If we sometimes do nothing in order to select the manual operation process at its ideal time, more time is spent, although we can complete dishes at the same time. Therefore, to make a better comparison between the effectiveness of models, Table 8 shows the sum of total times. Our improved methods succeed in reducing the time lags without making the total time lengths of cooking longer, showing that our methods were effective in improving the quality of the service of serving dishes together. WT and SOE especially succeed in drastically reducing the maximum time lags in accordance with the results of order information 1. Although the improvements in time lags for order information 2 and 3 were few, they were still good results compared with the previous method. We can see similar findings in the results of order information 4. It seemed that the effectiveness of the proposed methods was greatly influenced by the characteristics of our order information. 
Conclusion
In this research, we clarified a cooking process scheduling model and established a basic algorithm. In order to make a better cooking process schedule, we verified the dispatching method that played the main role in our algorithm. In addition, we proposed three methods that took account of slightly prospective situations to improve the quality of service for providing multiple dishes at the same time to people in a group. When comparing the results of priority rules, the SLACK rule performed superiorly in our experimental data. The improved methods for the service of providing dishes at the same time worked well for our order information. However, the effectiveness of the proposed models was greatly influenced by the characteristics of the order information. In order to obtain a general perspective, we need to compare the algorithms for simpler models as in the case of . On the other hand, from a practical view point, a future problem is how to characterize the order information and how to choose a method according to the characteristics of the order information. In addition, it will be interesting to try to explain our cooking process scheduling model in the framework of resource-constrained project scheduling.
